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“All the Central California lakes are very low . . . so we’re,
relative to everybody else, in great shape.”
RICK HERBERT, owner/operator of Lake Sonoma Resort marina and boat launch

Lake Sonoma’s lure

High court tosses conviction
of man who made Facebook
threats, saying intent matters
By DAVID G. SAVAGE
L O S A NG EL ES T I M ES
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Cloverdale residents Randy Phy, left, and Victor Sadler prepare their boat for transporting after spending time fishing at Lake Sonoma.

Visitors drawn to local reservoir as it weathers drought better than most
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fficials at Lake Sonoma are forecasting a
lively summer recreation season despite a
fourth year of ongoing drought, and say the
reservoir’s ample water supply is already luring
boaters and other visitors away from shrunken
lakes elsewhere in California.
At about 85 percent of capacity, Lake Sonoma
is significantly better off than major reservoirs
around the state, many of which are barely half
full or hold even smaller fractions of what they can
store.
Visitors to the reservoir northwest of Healdsburg
are continually startled when they get a glimpse
of the water level, which is about 12 feet above last
year, said Rick Herbert, owner/operator of the
Lake Sonoma Resort marina and boat launch.
“All the Central California lakes are very low —
some of them below 50 percent — so we’re, relative
to everybody else, in great shape,” Herbert said.
Word is getting out, and the marina is drawing
customers that normally would dock their boats
elsewhere, including Folsom Lake, which is at
55 percent of capacity, and New Melones Lake in
Gold Country, where the water level is at a mere
19 percent, Herbert said.
Lake Oroville on the Feather River is another
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The death of a bisexual Sonoma
Valley teen who killed himself after
years of bullying has sparked a community discussion about the emotionally scarring behavior while raising
questions among his family about the
way he was treated.
Adam Kizer, a 16-year-old sophomore at Sonoma Valley High School,
died Saturday at a hospital after being
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taken off life support, his family said.
He hanged himself four days earlier and did not respond to life-saving
efforts, said his father, William Kizer.
The elder Kizer said his son had
been a target of bullying since elementary school in Wyoming, where
other kids once bound him and
poured gasoline on him. The abuse
continued in Sonoma after the family
moved there in 2011, with students at
Sonoma Valley High picking on the
slightly built teen with shaggy hair,
encouraging him to take his own life,
the father said.
He had attempted suicide before
and suffered from depression and
post-traumatic stress, his father said.
“It’s the worst pain you can ever
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imagine,” the father said.
In a show of community support,
about 200 people attended a vigil
Sunday night at the Sonoma Plaza.
Makeshift shrines sprung up at a park
near the school as well as on campus,
where students were taking final exams before the end of the school year.
Advocates say gay, bisexual and
transgender teenagers are 30 percent
more likely to attempt suicide. Ed
Ness, co-chairman of the Oakland/
East Bay chapter of Parents, Families
and Friends of Lesbians and Gays,
said bullying at school, home or online can lead to extreme feelings of
despair.
“Very often, kids are not mature

WASHINGTON — The fractious debate over restarting the
government’s sweeping surveillance program is expected to
reach its final Senate showdown
today,
when
defense hawks
make an urgent appeal to
preserve more
power for security agencies
to gain access
to Americans’
phone records. Mitch
But if the McConnell
hawks
prevail and push Senate
too far, many majority leader
members of the
House said they would reject the
Senate approach, meaning that
the surveillance program would
remain largely blacked out until
a compromise was reached. The
program lapsed at 12:01 a.m. ET
on Monday because opponents
of surveillance refused to extend it through the legislative
fight.
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.,
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Teen’s suicide sparks bullying discussion
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By JONATHAN WEISMAN
and JENNIFER STEINHAUER

Most North Bay lakes are in relatively good shape, including Lake Sonoma, above, Lake
Berryessa and Clear Lake. Here’s a look at how close to capacity some popular lakes are:
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Sonoma Valley boy, 16, who
hanged himself had been lifelong
victim of attacks, dad says

WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court made it harder
Monday to punish people who
post threatening comments online, ruling that prosecutors
must show the sender knew
what he or she was doing and intended to threaten someone.
Before, most judges had said
people can be prosecuted for
sending threats online if a “reasonable person” reading the
words would think they conveyed a true threat.
But in a case involving hostile comments
made on Facebook, the high INSIDE
court rejected Supreme Court
that view Mon- weighs in on
day and decided employment
people cannot discrimination,
be
convicted immigration law
of the crime of A3
sending threats
unless they were aware that
they were doing wrong.
The court’s opinion rested on
a subtle point of criminal law
and said nothing about the First
Amendment or free speech.
But it is likely to shield people
who rant online or muse darkly
about carrying out violent acts.
It is a setback for victims of
domestic violence, who say prosecutors need more leeway to go
after ex-spouses, boyfriends and
others who post specific threats
on the Internet.
By an 8-1 vote, the justices reversed the conviction of Anthony Elonis, a Pennsylvania man
who posted on Facebook what
he called “therapeutic” rants
about his estranged wife.
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